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I started my apprenticeship on 1st September 1950 with excitement, not
knowing what my life would be like. I had worked hard to get the
necessary qualifications by evening study and prayed hard that I would be
accepted.

I was allocated to class CG1A. There were three classes for craft
apprentices A,B,&C, Class A would take their intermediate City & Guild
exam in two years, B&C in three years. I soon discovered that the rest of
my class were far better qualified, with many school certs and some with
matriculation. They had been to better schools, grammar schools and
technical colleges. I had been to a Secondary Modern school, where no
qualifications were taken. I had left school age 15 and worked as a
carpenter. I had achieved school certificates by evening study in maths,
English language and physics. I made up my mind that I must improve my
education by enrolling for night school. I had opted to live in The Grange
hostel in Hawley and Farnborough Grammar school was close by, so I
enrolled there for S1 ordinary national in mechanical engineering. Four
evenings per week in the first year, three for the remaining two. Classes
were 7.0pm to 9.30pm Monday to Thursday leaving Friday evening for me
to attend 7.0pm to 9.0pm at Scout meeting.

My wages at this time were 34 shillings and six pence. The cost to stay at
the hostel was 35 shilling per week, so hostel allowance of 12 shillings
was added to my wage. Before going to the grammar school each evening,
I would go to the RAE canteen and buy a bubble and squeak plus fried egg
meal for one shilling and sixpence, so there was not much left for me to
spend.

Our apprentice work programme was arranged 50% college and 50%
practical machine shop experience, changing midday on a Wednesday.
The practical work started in a training shop to the rear of the college.
Mr Dickinson was in charge and Mr Chandler, Mr Greenslade and Mr
Fulston the instructors who taught us fitting, turning, milling, shaping,
sheet metal work, brazing and heat treatment practice. We made several



filing test pieces that eventually formed into a tap wrench, a jewellers
hacksaw, inside and outside callipers’ and a pair of match box containers
out of brass and for turning practise a tail stock die holder and other test
pieces. For milling and shaping practise, I made a scribing block.
In some spare time I made a sheath knife by heating a file white hot and
allowing it to cool very slowly in a pile of hot ashes.

In college we did mathematics, mechanics, workshop technology, physics,
electrical theory, liberal studies and technical drawing and for one hour per
week we did physical training and played basket ball. There was always a
lot of homework to do, to be handed in the following week.
At the end of each term, we took exams in all subjects. As a result of these
I was down classed to CG2B with those more of my academic level.

In July 1951 I started work in the factory. This was generally four month
periods moving around the departments. My first was to work in
SME(Structural Mechanical Engineering). I was operating a lathe under
the guidance of my apprentice master Mervyn Quartermain who operated a
huge Lang lathe. During that time there was a Princess Flying boat being
tested to destruction in the “Cathedral rig” a huge rolled steel joist
construction, and we would turn pieces that the Engineers required.

Four months later ,I was moved to GW (Guided weapons machine shop)
For the first month there I operated a huge Cincinnati milling machine,
making pieces for the “Bloodhound” missile. During this time, we had a
visit by the Duke of Edinburgh and he came to talk to me.
Next, I moved to the turning section and operated a south bend lathe.
The third move was to the sheet metal section and my apprentice master
was “Ted” Heath. He was a very good man and a very skilled sheet metal
worker. Under his guidance, I made a tool chest with different sized draws.
I have used this ever since I finished it and still do. I chose to work with
Ted for my fourth month.

On my 18th birthday, I got a rise in wages but the hotel allowance was
reduced by almost as much. I decided to leave living at the hostel and
cycle the eleven miles home. This did make life much harder, especially
during the winter. I would leave the grammar school at 9.30pm and if the



snow or ice were bad, it would take me an hour and a half to reach home,
to find my parents in bed but a sandwich waiting for me. All this and I was
not much better off as my Mother insisted on taking a pound from me to
help with the house keeping.

My next move was to the instrument shop. There were some very skilled
men working there. I remember that I had broken the glass in my watch.
I was advised by the foreman to show the glass worker.( I cannot
remember his name) He took a piece of thin flat glass, laid it in a metal
saucer, heated it then when it was cool, ground it to a perfect fit and
pressed it in my watch. Most of my work there was precision drilling and
fitting on aircraft instruments.

My next move for one month only was to the casting and welding
department. A dirty job but very interesting.

Then I was moved to the “Flights” in B Shed and worked with Fred
Lassiter on air frames, removing flying controls, repairing and fitting new
bearings. A sad note while I was there helping refit a wing on to a Viking.
There was still some fuel left in the wing and a lead lamp was in use to
line up the location bolts. The fuel pored out, soaking a fitter as the lamp
dropped and smashed setting fire to the fitter who ran out of the hanger
and rolled on the ground but he died soon after.

Then I joined the engine fitters, cleaning and maintaining the engines on a
Lancaster. Later we worked on Avro Ashton Mk4 with four Nene jet
engines and on one occasion, sitting in the left-hand seat beside my
apprentice master, I was allowed to run them at full power. What a thrill
for an 18  year old, feeling the aircraft pushing against the brakes and
chocks.

I then moved to the electrical section to work with Wally Fowler.
Wally was a very good electrician and working with him changed my life.
We were working on Viking VW217. All electrical equipments were
removed and taken to the electrical pool. There they were completely
taken apart and given a complete overhaul. On the aircraft, all circuits
were checked for continuity and resistance and replaced if faulty. Wally



taught me such a lot.  I have kept in touch with him all my life and these
days, send him an e-mail most days. After a month with Wally, I moved to
the electrical pool and worked with Jack Dudley, a lovely man and also a
very knowledgeable electrician. For example, a generator would be taken
apart, washed in carbon tetra chloride and placed in an oven to dry. The
commutator would be skimmed on a lathe and then the mica between the
segments cut to about 2mm below the surface. Electrical measurements
were then made to thoroughly check to specification. New brushes and
bearings were fitted and the generator reassembled.

My next move was to G1, outside the RAE near Pinehurst army barracks,
where I did general fitting and turning with Fred Lee. This was a model
shop to serve 161 radio building.  I did not like it much there, it was dark
and had poorer equipment than I was used to, so I went to see Mr(Digger)
Armstrong and asked to be moved. He asked me what branch of
Engineering I wanted to specialise in, and I said electrical and could I go
back to work with Wally Fowler and that was arranged. He said that I
would now be classified as an electrical apprentice and do Radio and
telecomms city and guild which I did. After about two months with Wally,
I was asked to look after the battery bay, part of A shed. I worked on my
own there and would pull out the starter trucks to start the aircraft. I did
that for two months then went to D shed servicing the one horse power
JAP engines that charge the batteries. Whilst I was there the pieces of the
crashed comet, “Yolk Sugar” were brought to RAE to research the cause of
the crash and these were spread all over the floor of D shed for the air
accident inspectors to examine.

Next I moved to E shed working on the smaller aircraft like vampire,
venoms, and hunters. Next door to E shed was ETPS (Empire test pilots
school) I did a few small jobs in there and used to see John Derry. The
Farnborough air show was on at the time and the foreman would come to
we apprentices and say” Do a good mornings work lads and you can go
and watch the show in the afternoon”. So each afternoon we would be out
on the grass on a hill and watch some fantastic flying display. Fast jets
would fly ten feet off the ground at about Mach one speed. This was later
stopped as windows and greenhouses in the town were being broken.
We had watched this every day that week. On the Saturday, I was not there



but on the very spot that we had sat all week, was where one of the engines
from the DH110 flown by John Derry crashed and killed 27 of the public.

My next move was to Cove WT station manned by only two men, an EO
and a SSA. Cove WT worked only on HF (high frequency) Radio, mainly
in morse code but some plain language, to produce frequency prediction
charts. This is to know the frequency that can be received in different parts
of the world, depending on the skip distance of the sinusoidal wave being
transmitted. I had learnt morse code in the scouts and I was allowed to
transmit, which certainly improved my speed. The aerials were rhombic
arrays on 50 or 60 foot high poles. These aerials would blow down in high
winds and I would be asked to climb to repair them which I was happy to
do.

My next and last move was to Radio building 161 to work in lab 2 with
Charlie Reid an SEO who was experimenting with single sideband VHF.
Transistors were in their early development and I learnt a lot while with
Charlie and his other staff.

I had registered for National service at age 18 but been deferred until I had
finished my apprenticeship. There were two Royal Navy Chief Petty
Officers working in 161 who I got on with very well. About sometime in
February, I had to attend for medical and interview in Reading. I expressed
a preference for the Navy. I took my last city and Guild exam in the
evening of 12th June and on 27th June I reported at Victoria barracks,
Portsmouth as an acting Radio Electrical Artificer in the rank of acting
Petty Officer.

After serving my two years in the RN, I returned to RAE 161 building as a
radio mechanic (Special) on £11.40 per week and asked if I would like to
work at Ambarrow court, an out station near Little Sandhurst. Whilst there
I was made AEO which was less money but gave me a day off to attend
Guildford Technical college to study for higher National in electrical
Engineering. With this and other qualifications and an RAE
apprenticeship, I moved to several different companies getting promotion
each time and in twenty years I was engineering manager of a department
developing Concorde at BAC Filton, Bristol.



I know I owe it all to having served an apprenticeship at RAE and to those
who helped me get there.


